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Three extraordinary men and the women who love them.

How much distance do you need from your past before the dust settles?

Broken Justice

Cameron Justice was a throwaway kid heading for trouble. He found a sense of purpose on the battlefield in
the Special Forces, but will it be enough to wipe out his painful past? Abused and neglected, Lacey Morrow
is a lost girl determined to make something of her life, if only she could catch a break. Unlikely companions
thrown together by fate. Now the rest is up to them.

Fixing Justice

Draegyn St. John is all that and then some…and he knows it. He’s the sexy 007 type, complete with tuxedo
and an icy-blue stare. A Special Forces Vet with a serious attitude, he has women falling at his feet. It isn’t
even a challenge, until Victoria Bennett comes along. She’s a tomboy waif—more nerd than goddess—who
rocks his high and mighty world in a very big way—especially when what happened in Vegas, didn’t stay in
Vegas!

Redeeming Justice

Alexander Marquez is the founder and CEO of the Justice Agency. He’s ex-Special Forces, wounded in
action and haunted by regret and what-ifs. After years of too much darkness and not enough light, he’s
blindsided when Meghan O’Brien swoops into his life. She’s a ball-busting, curvy goddess who instantly
pushes all of Alex’s buttons. When ghosts from the past threaten their relationship, will he finally send the
demons packing and lay the past to rest to find his redemption in Meghan’s arms?

Sometimes the last thing you expect is exactly what you need.
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From Reader Review The Justice Brothers Box Set for online ebook

Michele A. Blank says

love all three here's

All three of these stories and the leading men are wonderful in their "alpha-ness", but especially in their
frailty and human weakness. The second story, featuring Drae, got to be too much---I mean really. How
many times can one many pull the same BS and have his woman still take him back. Come on! Otherwise
the three book set was very well written, and extremely engaging. I'm sure if you enjoy this genre, this will
be high on your list.

L M says

New author for me and we are not a good fit. Grabbed book one as a free read in June 2016 and had read and
reviewed it but didn’t remember it. Says it all really. Not sure how I have the box set.
Not at all sure how the Justice titles depict with these men. They are lacking any real jobs. Yes, they are
supposed to be wealthy and successfully running their own business in security but there is such a lack of
description to these stories. Nothing really happens apart from them hooking up with the heroines then
treating them badly. Very little real background or fleshing out.
I could not tell you very much about these men by the end of all three books except they are major a-holes.
Overall, I am really sorry I wasted my time. Not likeable even with being ex-military which is what drew me
in to read these.
There are far superior books to read out there that have actual stories without heaps of swearing and sex. I
mean, what was the Mexican blow job scene for. It added nothing to the story except make Cameron look
even worse if possible.
I love a good sex scene as part of a romance but draw the line at the majority of a story being sex scenes.
Even skipping through them was laborious as some went on for PAGES.
1 - BROKEN JUSTICE
Read for the second time in the box set but I don’t remember reading it the first time.
Started well, better than I expected but also exactly what I thought it would be.
Cameron was a typical screwed up idiot who treated Lacey badly time after time and couldn't tell her how he
felt. Then when he went too far and she had had enough, he pulled his act together.
I did like the short background story about the three men, their time in the service and will want to read
about Alex and Drae's HEA's.
Persevered through book one (having already read it and not remembering it) but omg, what a jerk Cameron
was. Running away continuously every time something set him off.
Not too keen on Lacey towards the end accepting all his crap. She has had just as rough a life but isn’t
banging on about it or using it as an excuse.
2 - FIXING JUSTICE
O/W drama and a narcissist spoilt hero.
Very similar to book one with a brooding jerk hero.
At least Victoria had the sense to serve him divorce papers and leave but caves as soon as he turns up.
3 - REDEEMING JUSTICE
What the hell. Hoped Alex would have a good story but it was the worst of the three even with the twist
about who Meghan was.



Hero acting like a dominant jerk in the bedroom was okay, but his angst over Meghan’s ex fiancée was so
stupid. David had been dead YEARS. Was Meghan not meant to move on with her life after David died.
The way he was cowardly in getting Meghan to leave was nasty.

Lyma S. Stalans says

Talk about a change o f pace. WOW

Heart throb! Three handsome, tough, honorable heroes. Their stories so different in their search for
happiness, yet they are tied at the heart by war trauma , closer than brothers, sharing honor, each needing to
have their hearts unlocked, if they were to have a future life. Of course it takes a very special gal to convince
each they needed a change in their life,and each story meets the needs that particular hero is hungry for. A
triple hitter. Thanks!

Susan Jackson says

Not a bad purchase for the box set. Three brothers-in-arms who served in the military and then run a security
firm afterwards and the women who end of changing their lives. This was very raw from a sex standpoint -
good lord! But it definitely made me want to check out what else this author has written.

Marlyn Castro says

I love Justice Bros

They each have a special place in my heart. Bright me to tears at some point but also made me laugh! Some
how I knew the Major would be the hardest to crack, his commanding officer ways even through civilian life
gave it away. He's the true epitome of the saying "Once a soldier, always a soldier". I also love how the 3
girls came in to make the Justice family even stronger!

Tina Jenkins says

Definitely A Must Read!!!!

Oh boy am I happy I saw a post about the Justice Brothers box set on Facebook. This is the first time I have
read any of Suzanne's books and believe me it won't be the last either. She is wonderful!! Who could not fall
in love with the alpha male, Special Forces "Justice Brothers"! I loved all three books but have to say Can
and ponytail was my Favorite with Alex and Irish right up there..Absolutely wonderful!!



Stephen Ashley says

Buckle Yourself In

There are three dramatic stories contained within these pages. I doubt you can complete this book in a single
day, but you could try. The Justice brothers is about three Marines who have comeback from war and
combat, and still struggle to survive. A great read, and I enjoyed every page.

Brandi says

Not for the faint at heart. These books come out with strong language and sexual references from the very
beginning. Each book is about three Marine buddies who have a shared tragedy in Afghanistan and come
home to start a business. Of course, they are all kinds of jacked up, both from the war and their previous
lives, so the women who encounter them are in for a hard ride. Throw in some seriously fine dudes with
arrogance to spare, and this makes for a nice few hours of reading.

Ria - Reading Is Our Satisfaction says

Absolutely magnificent!!!!!

How could I pass up the chance to buy three books for the price of one???
Suzanne Halliday has written three beautiful stories of struggle, pain desire and love.
The Justice Brothers is three stories about three MAGNIFICENT men and the women who enter their lives
and shake them up.
Having left the Special Forces, the three men have joined together to form a company - Justice Brothers
Security.
Book One - BROKEN JUSTICE
Jason Cameron (Cam), is a broken man. His past has left him gunshy of women. He is returning home from
one such job and comes across Lacey Morrow. A young woman who will forever change his life. The past
traumas of their lives threaten to keep them apart. Their story is addictive and the sex is sizzling hot. Cam
and Lacey's together are PERFECT. But can they survive together?

Book Two - FIXING JUSTICE
Draegyn St John is absolute perfection. He has the looks, wealth, personality - the lot. The only thing he
doesn't have or want is love. Enter Victoria Bennett. A mouse of a woman who is escaping from a horrible
situation. Pair them up and you have one hell of an explosion!!! Loved this pair.
Book Three - REDEEMING JUSTICE
Meet the final brother - Alex Marquez - leader, boss, musician and friend. A man so tortured by his past that
he doesn't believe he deserves happiness in his life. Meghan O'Brien is about to change all that. These two
are my favourite couple. I love the way that they just cannot keep their hands to themselves.

Suzanne Halliday bravo on writing three such excellent books.
Definitely deserving g of a 5***** rating.
Look forward to reading ALWAYS Book 1 in the Family Justice Series.



Teresa Mottola says

You rock Suzanne!

I love every single character in this amazing book! The justice brothers are sexy ass men, wow I want one of
them! You picked the perfect woman for each of them, you have such an amazing writing talent. Every
emotion was displayed! Funny as well, I laughed so hard at douche nozzle!!!

Katherine says

Just finished reading this box set!! Wow... First books I have read by this author, an d now have plans to read
more. Loved all the hot alpha males, even though they can be dumber than dirt. The women that love them
are something special.. I laughed, cried, and banged my iPad on the chair after some of the stupid things
these brothers did. But, it all worked out in the end.. Thank you Ms Halliday for a wonderful story!! Loved
every minute of it..

Jane says

The Justice Brothers Box Set ~ Justice Brothers ~ Books 1-3 tells the story of three very Special Ops heroes
and how they work to keep the making the world a better place using the Justice Brother's Security
Company.

Story List:
Broken Justice tells the story of Cameron Justice a troubled man and Lacey Marrow a lost young woman
looking for a break and how they make it work together in this hot love story.

Fixing Justice is Draegyn St. John and Victoria Bennett's story. This tomboy nerd and goddess has a way of
keeping the know it all St. John on his toes and loving it.

Redeeming Justice is the story of the founder and CEO of the Justice Agency and he carries more than the
physical wounds from the action he saw in Special Forces. Meghan O'Brien is a ghost from his past that
pushes all his buttons and helps Alex defeat his demons and find redemption in Megan's arms.

All three stories are full of action, sexy men and strong women and lots of action and best of all great
romance.

Vickie Chaisson says

The Justice Brothers Series a must read.



This three book set tells the story of Cam, Draegyn, and Alex. They are the three partners who own the
Justice Security company. Their bond was forged in Afghanistan and while not being related their bond is
stronger than real brothers would be. They survived the horrors of the war but came back broken in their own
way. The women who take on the task of loving these men and repairing their broken souls are Lacey,
Victoria, and Meghan. Each book is a stand alone story of one couple and their journey n building a strong
relationship. In all three books you have a strong military alpha male and a stronger kick ass no nonsense
woman. I loved the family feeling that each books has interwoven in history line. These books provide that
families are made of people who love you for who you are and do not necessarily have a relative in there.
From child neglect, to wealthy privileged backgrounds these characters fight hard to be themselves and loved
in their own right.

The war and the trauma that survivor's quilt play a strong part of each story. Each man deals with his demons
in their own way and that is the basis for each story. Cam and Lacey, Victoria and Draegyn, Alex and
Meghan are characters you will not forget. I would recommend this set to anyone. It will make you laugh,
cry, and realize that love does not come easily and needs to be fought . Please take the time read and enjoy
this marvelous series.

ZETTER says

A Beautiful Roller Coaster Ride!!!

What an incredible box set...The emotional and beautiful rides that Cameron, Draegyn and Alexander take us
on were worth the purchase.

Love how the Justice Brothers always stuck up for each and when needed they gave each other that kick in
the butt when one of them acted like an idiot....the women that came into their lives and turn it upside down
those three women were just what the brothers needed to get out of that funk they were in for years.

The turmoil and the aftermath of a war was perfectly done and in the end the one thing that could help and
stop those emotionally wounded soldiers from self-destructing was the love of three beautiful and amazing
women, Lacey, Victoria "Tori" and Meghan.

Jenni Copeland Belanger says

True love takes work

Each of the men in these books have had a hard time. War is he'll on everyone. The ladies who fall for these
men are what dreams are made of
They fight for their men with everything they have and in everyway they can. You will laugh and sigh and
cry. You will hate to read the last chapter because you know this will be over. This is a trip that was so
wonderful to follow. I wish I could read it age for the first time!!!!


